Currently, the most significant way of grain conservation is heat drying. This technological process is regarded as a part of the production process with such commodities as grain maize, grain sunflower, rape, and other oil plants. The paper presents partial results of a check measurement on MC 3180 dryer with descending vertical layer in drying grain maize. On the basis of the evaluation of the measured parameters of the drying medium and the analysis of thermovision camera screenshots together with applying the knowledge of the mechanics of wet air, insufficiencies in the dryer operation were revealed and specified. Significant differences in surface temperatures of the dryer casing were caused by its silting up, which had an unfavourable effect on the drying medium flow through the layer of the dried material. The analysis of the state of the drying medium was done using i-x diagram of wet air. The presented knowledge allows for a quick response to an improper operation of the dryer and ensuring the efficiency of grain drying.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

Mathews Company (USA) produces grain dryers in densely segmented performance classes from cca 6 t/h up to 75 t/h – applies for wheat at the moisture content decrease from 17 to 13% and the drying medium temperature of 70°C to 77°C. For drying maize from 30 to 15% moisture content at the drying medium temperature of 100°C, the performance with the vertical flow of material between perforated metal sheets produced by Mathews Company have the highest installed performance out of all dryers built in Slovakia after 1990, and this producer’s devices of the highest performance in Europe – model 3180 – are even located in Slovakia.

The paper presents the selected results from a check measurement on MC 3180 grain dryer where a thermovision camera was used for the measurement of the dryer casing surface temperature, while the thermovision screenshots obtained can be used for assessing the proper operation of the dryer and for carrying out or planning an early action for the maintenance of the dryer. The use of the thermovision method for the measurement of the surface temperature of the drier and the examination of its effective running is presented in this work.
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amounts from 2.3 to 30 t/h. Two fully functioning 3180 model dryers are installed in the chosen company in southern Slovakia; and at the time of measurement (autumn 2007), a third equally powerful dryer was just before completion. In both cases, the maximum values of performance mentioned apply to this model (JUREX, Ltd. 2007).

The MC 3180 is a continuous flow shaft dryer divided horizontally into six drying sections and one cooling section, which may be altered to a drying section (Figure 1). A Venturi burner with a separate fan is located in each section. This means that the drying medium consists of a mixture of flue gases (of natural gas) and ambient air. The mentioned struc-
ture allows for setting a specific temperature of the drying medium in each section independently (that is as much as 7 values), which we regard as its virtue and advantage especially in drying maize when, at a high input moisture contents of the dried material, the drying medium temperature can be adjusted to suit the state of the dried material (Vitázek 2004). Recirculation of the drying medium from the bottom sections is also used in this dryer. Figure 2 shows the airtight metal casing of the bottom part. The width of the two parallel shafts, in which the dried material moves down between the perforated walls at a speed according to the rotation of the unloading screw conveyors, is the same in all models and equals 30.5 cm. The operation of the dryer, setting the required parameters and checking their values are done through a controlling console which is located with this model in a close proximity to the dryer (Figures 2, 3) and is resistant to the effects of atmospheric conditions. The bulk size of the dryer is evidenced also by its height of 15.1 m.

The method of the check measurement was adapted for the continuous mode of the dryer operation. It was not a check measurement in terms of STN 12 6013 (1995) technical standard. The thermovision method was used for measuring the surface temperature at stable-state operation of the dryer. Thermo-camera micronix mobIR M3 (Figure 4) enables making thermovision shots which allows for a quick and precise measurement of the temperatures on the dryer casing. The camera measures temperatures in the range from –20°C to +250°C with accuracy of 2%. The resolution of the scanning chip is 160 × 120 pixels. The camera display can be used right on the spot to determine the temperatures. The camera can be connected to PC through USB 1.1 interface, the photographs can be downloaded to the computer, and precise data can be evaluated using a software. Thermocamera mobIR has a built-in memory for storing up to 100 images. The advantage of this camera resides in its small size and weight.

In selected time intervals, we recorded the parameters of ambient air ($t_0$, $\phi_0$), temperature of the drying medium at its entry to the layer of the material $t_1$, and the parameters of the drying medium at the outlet from the dryer at selected points (Figure 5) of the outer casing ($t_2$, $\phi_2$). We analysed the parameters of the drying medium through displaying them on the i-x diagram of wet air. We used the i-x diagram of wet air of up to 200°C (Chyský 1977; Vitázek 2005) containing mixing lines for natural gas (Figure 8). Point 0 represents the state of the ambient air; point 1 represents the state of the drying medium at its entry to the layer of the dried material. Line 0-1 represents the change of the state of ambient air after mixing with flue gases of natural gas. Line 1-2 represents the change of the state of the drying medium after passing through the layer of the dried material.

**RESULTS**

The average values of the drying medium parameters measured at the points shown in the diagram in Figure 5 are presented in Table 1.

As the measured data suggest, the temperature and humidity of the drying medium at the outlet from the dryer varied depending on the point of measurement (A to E). However, in each given point of measurement, they did not change significantly, which means that the dryer was operated in a stable state. Significant differences exist between points A, B, and E on one side, and points C and D on the other side. In the first case (A, B, E), clearly higher temperatures and lower relative humidities of the drying medium were found, while in the second case (C, D) vice versa.

Figure 6 shows the thermovision camera shots of the examined dryer, with lines L1 to L3 marking the points of measurement at times 10.20, 10.50 and 11.50 h, as done by the manual measurement (results in Table 1). The courses of temperatures at points L1 to L3 are shown in Figure 7 using the provided

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time of measurement</th>
<th>Temperature $t_0$ (°C)</th>
<th>Temperature $t_1$ (°C)</th>
<th>Temperature at the outlet $t_2$ and relative humidity $\phi_2$ (°C/%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>49.5/54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>48.4/60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>49/58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>48.8/57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
software. Equally, even on the basis of these data, we can suppose that the dryer was operated in a stable state.

Comparing the data from Table 1 with the data of the temperature course from Figure 7, we can state the following:

– The courses of temperature are mutually related according to the point of measurement (A to E).
– The cause for the dryer casing temperature drop (two significant drops – Figure 7) lies in silting up of the outer perforated casing, which results in reduced sizes of the openings or even their total congestion. These are the obvious dark spots in the thermovision camera shots (Figure 6). For this reason, the drying medium flows through the given places at a lower speed, thus cooling off more and becoming more moist at the same time. Reducing the air flow through these places of the dryer, however, increases the drying medium flow at the places not silted up, which is shown through its higher temperature and lower relative humidity (places A, B and E).
– Different flow rates of the drying medium will result in an uneven drying of the material throughout the whole cross-section of the drying shaft, a lower exploitation of the drying power of the drying medium and thus a lower utilisation of the energy supplied for heating the drying medium, and also a non-uniform temperature in heating the dried material. This temperature is impossible to examine more closely due to the casing of the cooling section for the reason of drying medium recirculation.

The selected measured states of the drying medium are drawn into i-x diagram of wet air of up to 200°C containing mixing lines of the fuel used. The
Figure 7. Time course of temperatures at selected points according to Figure 6

Figure 8. Course of state changes of the drying medium in i-x diagram of wet air
state of the drying medium denoted 2' represents still an almost standard course. State denoted 2" already represents a course atypical for hot-air drying. Although the humidity of the drying medium increased and its temperature decreased, its enthalpy increased.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

The thermovision shots taken in the check measurement on the given MC 3180 grain dryer using a thermovision camera can be used for assessing the proper operation of the dryer and carrying out or planning an early action for the maintenance of the dryer and so make the goal in its introduction. Even without a close examination, the shots mentioned suggest different surface temperatures in the individual drying sections, and thus the necessity to eliminate the unfavourable conditions. As confirmed by further examination, silting up of the outer casing was the matter of concern.

At the time of the measurement, the weather was cloudy with occasional rain showers. At intensive evaporation of the moisture and thereby the saturation of the drying medium at the outlet up to the dew point (dryer so to say steams) and in combination with the outer conditions, dewing at the outer casing and sticking of the small flue-dust particles released from the dried material as well as dust particles from around the dryer whirled by wind can occur. Such situation is even more unfavourable during rain.

As other measurements and data given by the producer suggest, the MC dryers meet the required emission limits. Silting up of the outer casing of the dryer is caused by the causes already mentioned. It can be also caused by an insufficient cleaning of the material before drying (VITÁZEK & TIOREL 2006), inconsistent handling or even reluctance to interrupt the operation of the dryer due to a high intensity of the maize supply.

The illustration of the way of the drying medium state change in i-x diagram of wet air allows for the assessment of the drying process itself, utilisation of the added energy, and thereby the exploitation of the drying power of heated air (VITÁZEK 2006). In the given case, it depicts an extreme situation when the drying medium is indeed being saturated with moisture, but its enthalpy is rising at the same time.

The analysis of the data gained through a thermovision camera enables making a simple assessment of the state of the dryer outer casing and doing an immediate correction without a long and demanding observation. It allows for a continuous reaching of high performance at a very favourable consumption of heat per unit of moisture, which gives the reason for high popularity of Mathews Company dryers.

The results obtained will be subjected to further analysis and consequent measurements with the aim of assessing the effect of the dryer condition on the energy requirements and the economics of its operation.
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**Abstrakt**


Najvýznamnejším spôsobom konzervácie zrnín je tepelné sušenie, keď tento technologický postup sa považuje za súčasť výrobného postupu pri komoditách, ako je kukurica na zrno, slnečnica na zrno, repka a ďalšie olejiny. V prípade sú uvedené čiastkové výsledky kontrolného merania šachtovej sušiarne MC 3180 so suvnou zvislou vrstvou pri sušení zrnovej kukurice. Na základe vyhodnotenia nameraných parametrov sušiaceho prostredia a analýzou záberov
termovíznej kamery spolu s využitím poznatkov z mechaniky vlhkého vzduchu boli odhalené a špecifikované nedoradstky v činnosti sušiarne. Výrazné rozdiely povrchových teplôt obvodovej plášťa sušiarne boli spôsobené jeho znečistením, čo malo vplyv na prúdenie sušiaceho prostredia cez vrstvu sušeného materiálu. Analýza stavu sušiaceho prostredia bola realizovaná pomocou i-x diagramu vlhkého vzduchu. Uvedené poznatky umožňujú rýchlu nápravu nevhodnej činnosti sušiarne a zabezpečenie efektivity sušenia zrnín.

**Kľúčové slová:** sušenie kukurice; sušiace prostredie; i-x diagram vlhkého vzduchu; termovízia
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